Too much water or not enough water. Most golf courses experience one or the other as a problem. For the Orleans CC, near Orleans in northern Vermont, the problem was not either/or; this course had both problems simultaneously. One part of the 18-hole course usually was too dry while another part had developed unexpected water hazards on the fairways.

Although wet and dry land problems are not uncommon in New England's glacier-ravaged hills, it is unusual when both problems butt each other.

Seven of the 18 fairways had been built on sandy soil, which acted as a sieve, resulting in dry conditions. Yet the other 11 holes, spread out over clayey soil, developed water hazards because clay, naturally, retains water.

The original nine-hole course was built in the 1920s over an old country fairgrounds site. The flat meadow was ideally suited for the development of the new course, and six holes were laid out on the open plateau. Three holes doglegged through an adjoining wood.

The dry soil presented problems even to those early golfers, but still the course was considered one of the better ones in the area.

The Depression, followed by World War II, precluded the club's management from starting an expansion of the course until the early 1950s. At that time, a growing membership and increasingly lucrative tourist trade forced club officials to act on the longstanding plans to expand and improve the course.

One of their first moves was to become a cooperator with the Orleans County Natural Resource Conservation District. This move made the club eligible for technical conservation planning assistance from the United States Department of Agriculture Conservation Service. Roger Beadle and Herb Dunbar, SCS technicians for Orleans County, worked with the club's green committee in planning numerous improvements to the land and of water resources.

The club purchased a new tract of land upon which was constructed nine new holes. Also, the clubhouse was modernized. These projects mo-
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nopolized the interest of the committee and the finances of the club for the next few years.

With the arrival of a new professional, Al Bontempo, who took over the management of the grounds, a concerted conservation effort took shape. Bontempo, working with Dunbar, began extensive plans to relieve the soggy fairway problem and to irrigate the dry, desert regions of the course.

"You could see a line across the course," recalls Bontempo. "One side of the line was brown and dry. The other side had fairways that looked like lakes after every rain."

Inadequate drainage was cited by Bontempo and Dunbar as the villain responsible for the problems. They devised a plan to install sample tile drain as a first step, mainly to convince club officials of the feasibility of the plan. A 300-foot tile line was designed and installed in one of the wet areas. The immediate result was obvious, even better than predicted.

Says Bontempo, "The improvement was so dramatic that the club immediately voted to lay more drain tile."

Over the next three years, 7,450 feet of tile was installed on parts of seven fairways. The 17th fairway typified the operation. Here, 1,475 feet of tile was installed nearly the entire length of the fairway. With a trench dug 4 1/2 feet deep, gravel was spread six inches deep to form a filter for the perforated tile line. The six-inch tile ran downhill from a point at the upper end of the 18th fairway, across the 17th fairway to the 17th tee. A series of four-inch lateral drains ran at angles to the main line to pick up underground water in all the wet parts of the fairway. With the pipe laid, the ditch was refilled and the sod replaced, the wet fairway was ready for golfers in a few days. Six other fairways in the near future will get similar drainage systems.

Before the tile drainage job, the wet fairway was usually too soft to mow for several days after a rain," says Bontempo. "Now we can drive a truckload of rocks over these areas with no trouble."

About 2,000 feet of tile still is needed to complete the drainage job, according to Dunbar. That is scheduled to be installed over the next few years.

Cost estimates for the entire drainage job come to about $10,000. An investment that is well worth it, say club officials.

While solving the wetland problem, the club was simultaneously working out plans to get water to the dry fairways. The small pond near the 17th tee was enlarged to double its water-holding capacity for irrigation. The 17th fairway tile drain furnished part of the water supply needed to keep the pond filled. As a side benefit, the enlarged pond offered a bigger challenge to golfers' games.

To add to the water supply, Dunbar designed a one-acre pond in a wooded area beyond the 15th green. This impoundment now stores 1 1/4 million gallons of irrigation water. Trout have now been stocked in the pond as an added recreational feature for members.

The two irrigation ponds are linked with an underground pipe system that can reach any of the dry parts of the course. Actually, water that was causing a wet fairway problem on part of the course is being siphoned off to keep the other part of the course green.

"Before we had this irrigation water, we had to use the town's water system," says Bontempo. "This public supply was costly and usually restricted, especially in dry periods when we needed it most. Now, we have more than enough water for irrigation."

The new pond cost $5,000. The irrigation bill was $60,000. This, plus the tile drainage work, represents a lot of money; but club officials feel that, pro-rated over a few years, the club actually will benefit because of increased use of the course by members as well as reduced operational and maintenance expenses.

Reflecting on the improvements, Bontempo says, "Our conservation work has changed our Orleans club from a marginal course into one of the best in northern New England. With a $30-a-year membership fee, this has to be one of the best bargains in the golfing world today."